
Language in Use - What do you collect?

Practise using your English language skills!

 
Last year I _________ football player cards.
     have collected
     collected
     collect

 
_________ get all cards, I had to swap doubles with my friends.
     In order to
     Because of
     Although

 
This year I _________ foreign stamps.
     collects
     collect
     collected

 
My Grandpa wanted _________ to continue his huge stamp collection, so I said "yes".
     my
     me

 
Collecting stamps is quite old-fashioned, _________ it? my friend Mike asked me.
     aren't
     isn't
     haven't

 
I think it is cool _________ the fact that it is a hobby from the olden times.
     so that
     because of
     however

 
Well, to be _________ honest I also thought it was a bit odd at the beginning.
     perfectly
     perfect 
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Language in Use - What do you collect?

 
But now I joined a group of people from all over the world who send _________ postcards.
     themselves
     each other

 
So far, I _________ received one from Bulgaria and even one from Japan!
     have
     had
     has

 
My friend Sam is _________ stickers that come in certain chocolate bars at the moment.
     collecting
     collected
     collects

 
Sam has to eat a lot of those chocolate bars _________ he does not even like them!
     however
     although

 
"Where will you go for your next holiday?" I asked him _________ he would go for his next holiday
     to
     where
     why

 
"We _________ to Greece in May", Sam said.
     are going to travel
     travelling
     travel

 
You will send me a postcard, _________ you?
     will
     won't
     aren't

 
I can't wait for my Greek stamp from Sam. I just love _________ stamps! 
     collecting
     collect
     to collecting
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